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About This Game

Help Anny organize a farm and solve the mystery of Mayan's tribe! Hire workers, take care of them and improve their
professional skills. Cook delightful dishes from grown organic products and earn money selling them. Build, decorate and

expand your farm to attract new customers in this fun and exciting Strategy game. Use your profits to make your Farm Tribe the
absolute best!

Unique gameplay
Radical recipes

Help Anny organize a farm!
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Let's get the negatives ot of the way...
* very limited settings (e.g. no separate volume settings, no subtitles, bad save and load options etc.)
* tediously slow cutscenes (especially in games/puzzles)
* navigation through map doesn't
* point & click active screen parts aren't always properly seperated

But there's also a lot of enjoyment (as in the amount of hours you'll have to spend getting through it) to beget from the game. It's
full of puzzles and riddles for those who love to use their brain for something more challenging than shooting or racing. There's
basically a thriller/horror movie embedded in the game with a nice storyline. It's good value if you can get it as part of a package
or on sale (I got 7th guest and 11th hour together for under Euro 2).. Given the limitations of the RPG Maker and it's age, this
game is truly great. One of the best JRPGs I ever played and those were a lot. It reminds me very much of the old Lufia games
on SNES/Super famicom. Some very nice ideas and features, comfort functions, good storytelling... All in all, pretty flawless.
Give it a try if you like old-school JRPGs!
Rating 9/10. listen

it's a really good game. You'll read everyone say about how this is a hidden gem of older gaming. How it's gameplay was
amazing, how it's graphics were and still are amazing for a game from 2002. How it has tons of replayability.

It's all true.

The game is probably one of my most played games from back in the day, and although the steam review doesn't show it, I have
had maybe thousand+ hours on it's whimsical wonder. Picking a ship, kitting it out with the best crew you can get, the best
weapons... Buy a few more ships and let them have the scraps. Fighting large engagements from 1v1 to 1v7, in fleets of 10.

It has a compelling story that makes you WISH there was a sequel to the movie, or even a remake in a day more accepting of
CGI space fantasy. It has (almost) All of your favorite characters from the movie and more. But of everything just don't get
attached to your rudder. It won't stay attached to you for very long. :)

So I absolutely suggest you get this game, lower the solar sails, pick a rodent and start firing! Don't worry, there's plenty to go
around.. Valkyria Chronicles has pretty graphics. The characters are quite lovable albeit having very stereotypical personalities.
The storyline is somewhat appealing until you get to that point where the woman with an ancient magic weapon shows up (a
giant rotating tampon on a stick).
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However, this game has some flaws in its gameplay and game mechanics that add up to make the game a bad experience.
One thing to keep in mind when you make a game is to make things clear:
-Can I pass through there?
-Does my grenade hit from my position?
-How do I get to the other side of that rift?
-Where do I have to go?
-When action x happens do I get result y?
-Enemy units can shoot during the player's round when in sight range and vice versa. Should I avoid it?

-You have 5 classes but scenarios force you to use only 1 or 2 per scenario.
-You can deploy a max number of units that varies by scenario e.g. 9 units max. but to get an A rank you have to deploy 2.
-The ranking system uses the number of game rounds as a measurement which means you either play save and have to grind the
extra scenarios to make enough money for weaponry upgrades or try to take as few rounds as possible to get an A rank.

In every scenario you play you have to figure out all of the above by trial and error and a lot of things are counterintuitive.
Here are some of many examples:
-In the first chapter you have to defend a city wall and you have to destroy your own sand barricades so your units can shoot at
the enemy units(who are charging towards the wall) during the enemy's round.
-In another scenario in the first chapter they tell you to always hide behind sand barricades. You win that one by running straight
through the crossfire of 6 enemy units and an enemy tank to get an A rank.
-Oftentimes the aiming guide shows that you can hit something while you actually can't. Aiming guide says your lance(works
like a bazooka) can hit a tank, you shoot, the shot is blocked by a knee-high fence while your unit holds the weapon at shoulder-
height. Aiming guide shows your grenade will fly to the left of a tree, you throw, grenade bounces off the center of the tree,
your unit dies. Aiming guide shows you can hit the machine gun on the tank with a lance, you shoot, it hits the small rim on the
construction that holds the machine gun and is invulnerable instead of the huge target that is the machine gun.

TL;DR On a blind playthrough the game boils down to long sessions of trial and error. Where the errors are caused by the game
mechanics not by your lack of skill.. i got killed by a robotic cat and that was the best part of the game. This is by far my
favourite train on the game. Lovely to drive up and down the two northern sections of the WCML. Don't buy this however if
you're only wanting to use it for career scenarios as the game doesn't account for the tilting mechanism and you lose all your
points for drive quality. Despite that issue this is an absolute must have for your collection, its a good deal at full price but even
better if picked up in a sale.. I figured this would be similar to all of the other "tycoon" games I've played. I was wrong.. no,
please no
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Great game and great story, one of the best platformers ive played in a long time. Highly recommended.. how to play?? please
teach me. Seems designed to be a lackluster mmorpg, but single player. Heavy reliance on fetch quests and "kill X of specific
enemy" quotas, lots of running back and forth from quest givers. Slow, awkward, and kind of boring for an MMO, it's
downright terrible for a single player.. Football if it where invented by Michael Bay.

The game is fun but it's not worth the price tag. Maybe buy it if you have a 90% discount but even then it's on the short side of
playtime.. This game is a Super Meat Boy clone that adds a couple of mechanics to the play style. Unfortunately for me, i don't
really like the new mechanics and it can be tricky playing with the keyboard. I think the art style is good and simplistic but
maybe too much simplistic, kinda like drawn by a child. The levels are ok to play, not so much fun or challenging as SMB.

Overall, i think it lacks a lot of the charm of SMB.. Terribly sorry but after running out of budget for the umpteenth time I got
bored of this game and off-loaded it. Looks great on paper I will agree but the gameplay is so frustrating. Obviously a steep
learning curve attached to this game but it is supposed to be fun. Though I like an element of learning in a game I felt the curve
to play this was too steep and a more player-friendly experience can be had playing Medieval Bridge Constructor or the original
Bridge Constructor game itself.. Having not watched the trailer, the biggest surprise for me was that the game is played in 2d
rather than 3d. That is to say you control the left\/right movement and also up\/down (altitude) and that's it, meaning no third
dimension to roam in. So it's an on-rails shooter where I was expecting more of a simulator, arcadish but still. Since it's also on
smartphones though, it makes plenty of sense the gameplay is such.

The game itself is addictive. I was tempted to complete everything in one sitting, that's how much fun I was having. War is
depicted in a cartoonish and nonjudgmental vein that I like very much. There are two control schemes available which provide
varying amounts of frustration. The achievements are not hard at all. For people seeking additional replay value there is an
(entirely optional) set of collectibles. The 3 weapons are quite distinct from each other - each is best suited to a particular
situation so the first one can remain relevant even in the final missions. All in all, this was pure casual bliss.. This game is so
broken wont even load.. Don't buy this. Waste of money. Terrible user interface and control system, stupid 3D mode and
crashing (in 3D mode). Good old Commandos 1 and 2. This is not even playable, maybe only for some super hardcore self-
torturing emo player.. I've played Dofus off-and-on for more than a decade (English Beta) and it keeps pulling me back in. The
game has over a dozen classes, each with their pros and cons.

Though there is a pretty big learning curve when it comes to the stats (they do it a bit differenent), once you understand it then
you'll wonder how you ever didn't get it.

It's a great game to 'tune-out' and grind some levels after a long day at work, or to pay attention and do some quests.

When it comes to tactical turn based games in an MMO setting, I'd challenge you to find a game that holds up as well as Dofus.
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